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Introduction
By changing the orientation of spontaneous polarization (SP) vector in ferroelectric crystals at fixed intervals, periodically poled crystals (PPCs) have been proven to be one of the most useful materials in nonlinear optics due to its high conversion efficiency from quasi-phasematching. PPCs have been applied to enhance various second-order nonlinear optical interactions, including second harmonic generation (SHG)) [1, 2] , sum/difference frequency generation [3, 4] , optical rectification [5] , and optical parametric amplification [6, 7] , etc, covering wavelengths from ultraviolet to terahertz regime. Patterns of PPCs are artificial and engineerable; thus PPCs have been used not only to study novel light-matter interactions [8] , but also to increase bandwidth and lower down switching voltage in electro-optical modulators [9] , with applications in laser Q-switch [10] . In general, the performance of PPC depends strongly on the poling quality so a method that is capable of characterizing the microstructures inside PPCs and checking its poling quality is highly desirable. were adopted to study PPC. Sub-μm resolution of 3D domain structures has been achieved with these scanning microscopies. Nevertheless, luminescence-based techniques required specific doping of the media, strongly limiting their applications. SHG imaging, on the other hand, provides intrinsic contrast of the domains, as well as sensitivity on molecular axis from polarization anisotropy [28] that is critical when characterizing the domain. However previous SHG imaging studies on PPC are either concentrated on non-interferometric SHG from crystal interface and domain boundaries [22] [23] [24] , or involved in complex experimental setup for interferometric SHG [25, 26] . In this paper we observed SHG from both domain boundaries and within the poled/non-poled domains based on simple non-interferometric imaging. We will demonstrate that the variation of SHG intensities in non-poled domains can be used as a quantitative indicator of poling quality. Figure 1 shows the schematics of our experimental setup. The instrumental detail can be found in [29] , except that a commercial scanner is used alternatively. In brief, the excitation source is an ultrafast fiber laser (Uranus 005-500-INS, PolarOnyx, CA) with a wavelength of 1040 nm, a pulse width of 500 fs, a repetition rate of 48 MHz, and the maximal average power exceeding 5 W. However, 10 mW of average power is more than adequate to generate SHG images, and no photodamage is found after continuous observation. The laser is coupled into a commercial scanning microscope (FV300, Olympus, Japan), and is focused on the sample by an objective (UPLSAPO 20X, Olympus) with 0.75 numerical aperture (NA). The laser polarization lies in x-y plane at the focal plane, and the use of a mid-NA objective prevents depolarization. Linearly polarized laser is used and its polarization is controlled by a half-wave plate. The SHG signal is forward collected by a NA 0.9 condenser, and is measured by a photomultiplier tube. The spectral purity of SHG detection is ensured by insertion of an interference filter (F10-520, CVI Melles Griot) and a color filter (BG39, Schott) in front of the photomultiplier tube. Three-dimensional images are acquired by raster scanning in the x-y plane plus precise sample movement along the z-axis. 
Experimental setup

Periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystals
The samples are periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystals, which are one of the most popular PPCs for nonlinear conversion. Congruent LN substrates are z-cut 3-inches wafers from Crystal Technology Inc. In our fabrication procedures, grating patterns at +z surface are defined by standard lithographic processes, and the photoresist layer insulates the non-poled regions. The photoresist trenches at +z surface are filled with liquid electrolyte consisting of LiCl in deionized water. The dielectric properties of insulator layer are sensitive to hard-baking processes of photoresist, so quality control of PPCs is relatively complex. Here, in order to observe the domain structures, the excitation source is sent through the optical axis (z-axis), as shown in Fig. 1 . If the SP of the PPLN crystals is aligned to the original crystal axis of blank wafer (z-axis), the incident laser are all ordinary waves and no phase matching condition can be achieved. Furthermore, there is no corresponding secondorder nonlinear dipole in LN which can provide ooo interaction; As a result, no bulk SHG is expected under this geometry and SHG signal should only be observed from domain boundaries.
We have used multiple PPLN samples for SHG microscopy observation. All samples are designed with a 50% duty cycle. The SHG imaging results of three PPLN samples with different poling qualities will be presented in the following section. We will start with a wellpoled sample to examine normal SHG responses in PPLN, and then characterize SHG images in poorly-poled samples. The first one is a well-poled 500-μm thick PPLN with a ~70-μm poling period. The second one is also a 500-μm thick PPLN, but the poling period becomes ~30-μm. The poling quality of the second PPLN sample is significantly worse than the first one, partly due to the increased difficulty in poling of smaller features. The domain size variation is too large to determine the duty cycle of this sample. We will soon demonstrate that with this poorly-poled sample, bulk SHG is observed in the non-poled domains, and serves as an indicator of poling quality. In order to confirm our observation is not due to PPC period, the poling period of the third sample is also close to 30-μm and the domain size is much more regular than the second one. The duty-cycle of the third sample is close to 50%, and the irregular domains only appear locally. The difference of the third sample is its 780-μm thickness, which may induce deviation of nucleation tips while poling, again resulting in bulk SHG within domains. The first sample can represent the normal SHG images of PPLN crystals, while the second and third samples provide different poling results with similar period for comparison. In the following section, we will demonstrate that the intensity of SHG signal inside domains, instead of at boundary, can be used as an indicator for poling quality.
Results and discussions
Well-poled PPLN
With optical sectioning capability of SHG microscopy, three-dimensional images are shown in Fig. 2 . In the x-y section of Fig. 2(a) , which is acquired in the middle of the PPLN crystal, the poled and non-poled domains are marked with arrows and arrow heads, respectively. The non-poled domain can be recognized by its direct connection with bulk LN in the center of the image. The duty cycle of this sample is close to 50%, and it is uniform over a few centimeters. Strong SHG is found only at the boundaries between poled/non-poled domains, agreeing well to previous observations [22] [23] [24] . Figure 2(b) gives quantitative SHG intensity distribution across three periods, manifesting that no SHG is observed within both poled and non-poled domains. Figure 2(c) shows two x-z sections from the same samp le. The left picture, corresponding to the green dashed line in Fig. 2(a) , is from the bulk LN area. Only surface SHG is seen in the x-z section, with diminishing bulk contribution. The result is consistent with our discussion for a z-cut bulk crystal in the last section.
On the other hand, the right picture of Fig. 2(c) , corresponding to the red dashed line in Fig. 2(a) , shows the x-z section of the PPLN area. The exceptionally regular periodic structure in all three dimensions demonstrates high-quality poling and reflects the uniform electric field distribution during the poling process. It is observed that the SHG at poled/non-poled boundaries extends throughout the crystal but inside each domain, SHG is only generated at the upper and lower surfaces. This observation reflects that for a well-poled crystal, the optical axes of LN in poled/non-poled domains are parallel to the z axis, and thus no SHG is found within these domains. 
Poorly-poled PPLN
Next, a 500-μm thick, poorly-poled PPLN with a ~30 μm period was examined, and the results are shown in Fig. 3 . Representative x-y and x-z optical sections of the sample are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , respectively. Obviously, this sample is not as uniform as that in Fig. 2 , both in x-y and x-z sections. Despite the sizes of electrodes are designed for a 50% duty cycle, the domain distribution is with large variation. In general, the widths of poled areas in this sample are larger than those of non-poled areas, and several merged domains or overpoled regions can be observed (red stars). Possible reasons for over-poling are excessive poling electric field or inadequate thickness of insulator.
Similar to the previously obtained results for the well-poled crystal, strong SHG is observed at boundaries between poled/nonpoled domains throughout the sample. However, apparent SHG within non-poled domains is found. For quantitative analysis, Fig. 3(c) shows the line profile of SHG intensities across three poling intervals. From Fig. 3(c) , the clear separation between SHG of boundaries and SHG within domains manifests that the latter does not come from the former. The SHG intensity in the non-poled domain is significantly higher than that in the poled domain. This surprising result is somewhat counterintuitive, since nonpoled area should exhibit the same properties as bulk crystal, where no SHG inside crystal is found when the ferroelectric polarization vector is perpendicular to the surface. One possibility is that due to the over-poling in this sample, a small tilt is induced in the polarization vectors of the non-poled domains. As a result, the nonlinear susceptibility tensor also rotates with the polarization vector. Therefore, the parts of the largest tensor element d 33 can be accessed to generate bulk SHG emission. This assumption is reinforced by the observation that SHG in the non-poled domain is strongest when excitation-wave polarization lies in the x axis, which is the expected direction of tilt of SP under over-poling. It is interesting to notice that SHG intensity in the poled domains remains to be diminishing, suggesting that the polarization vector in the poled domain is still perpendicular to the surface. The relationship between over-poling and bulk SHG in the non-poled area will be addressed in more details in next subsection. Figure 4 (a) shows an x-y section of a 780-μm thick PPLN sample with a ~30-μm period and a more uniform duty cycle. The image is taken at a depth of 390 μm below surface. Once again, strong SHG is found at poling boundaries, and SHG within domains is relatively weak. For the sake of description, two regions are highlighted in Fig. 4 (b) and 4(c), and quantitative SHG intensities along several selected lines are provided in Fig. 4(d) . It is interesting to notice that similar to Fig. 3 , SHG within non-poled domains is observed, indicating that the poling was not perfect. But different from Fig. 3 , SHG is observed in both poled and non-poled domains, and their intensities are comparable to each other. A possibility is that the SP of the LN wafer before poling is not perpendicular to the surface. But from the fact that there is no SHG in bulk LN area in Fig. 4 , we suggest that SHG in both poled and non-poled domains is induced by poling process. Since the electric field modulation from electrodes would vanish in a distance similar to electrode separation, the propagation direction of nucleation tips can be easily deviant in a thick crystal, and subsequently the tilted SP induces SHG. This observation reflects the domain kinetics in thicker PPLN is more complex than thinner one, and more attention should be paid to electrode design for thick PPLN poling.
Moderate-quality PPLN
In Fig. 4(b) , the widths of poled/non-poled domains are equal with parallel boundaries, suggesting an evenly distributed electric field during poling. As a result, the SHG intensity remains stable along the blue line in the non-poled domain, as shown by the blue curve in Fig.  4(d) . The SHG in the poled domain is also constant within this region (data not shown). In contrast, the widths of domains in Fig. 4(c) are slightly varied. In the non-poled area, the width is gradually widening from left to right, while the opposite is seen in the poled area. The non-parallel domain boundaries suggested irregular field distribution during poling. It is interesting to notice that within the poled domain, depicted by the red lines in Fig. 4 (c) and 4(d), SHG intensity remains nearly unchanged. As mentioned, SHG in the poled area comes from the deviation of nucleation tips, so over-poling in the poled domain will not change the polarization vector, and SHG remains unchanged along the red line in Fig. 4(d) .
Nevertheless, significant variation is found in the non-poled domain, as shown by the green lines in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) . At the region where the width of poled domain is larger, the SHG intensity in the non-poled domain also becomes larger. It can be readily explained by over-poling. The width broadening in the poled domain is caused by excessive poling electric field, which causes the crystal axis of adjacent non-poled domain to slightly rotate toward the poled domain, and therefore results in an increase of SHG. Again, the SHG in the non-poled domain is strongest when excitation polarization lies in the direction of crossing boundaries (x axis), reflecting the tilt orientation of SP.
Lastly, it is interesting to point that SHG drops to zero in bulk LN region in Fig. 4(d) . As we have seen in Fig. 2 with a well-poled PPLN, SHG is also zero within both the poled and non-poled domains. Only when the poling condition is not ideal can the SHG within poled and non-poled domains be observed; that is, SHG intensity in the non-poled domains can be a quantitative diagnostic tool for poling quality, and it is a background-free measurement.
Summary and conclusion
It is known that SHG image is sensitive to nonlinear tensor orientation, and here we have demonstrated, for the first time, the application of bulk SHG microscopy to study poling quality in PPCs. To sum up, the schematics of normal and abnormal poling are plotted in Fig.  5 . For normal poling condition in Fig. 5(a) , the polarization vector is perpendicular to the crystal surface, and no SHG is observed inside the PPC. On the other hand, with excessive poling electric field in Fig. 5(b) , the SP vectors of the non-poled domains can be slightly tilted toward the poled domains, while those of the poled domains remain to be perpendicular to the surface. The nonlinear susceptibility tensors in the non-poled domains rotate with the SP vectors, resulting in observable SHG. In addition, if PPLN is thicker, the propagation direction of nucleation tips is easily deviant. As a result, both poled and non-poled can be oblique, as shown in Fig. 5(c) , and thus SHG can be found both in poled and non-poled domains. The advantages of adopting SHG microscopy to study PPC includes intrinsic contrast without any special requirement on sample types or preparations, optical sectioning with submicrometer resolution, and deep observation capability. In the future, based on polarization anisotropy of SHG and combined with z-polarization analysis tools [30] , detailed 3D orientations of ferroelectric polarization vector inside each domain can be extracted throughout the sample thickness, enabling SHG microscopy as a versatile and valuable tool to quantify the poling condition in PPCs.
